Bryn Levy

Color Inspiration
Red
Red is sharp,
Red is fierce,
Red is evil,
Red is the graveyard when night falls,
Red is devils at midnight,
Red is spears all around,
Red is a pit of darkness ready to grab you and pull you in.

Orange
Orange is a big orange,
Orange is gorgeous paint,
Orange is a bright pumpkin,
Orange is orange juice rolling down your hand,
Orange is paint getting brushed into a painting,
Orange is pumpkin pie from a bright pumpkin,
Orange is the faint orange in a sunset as it brings you to the clouds and
then you drift off to sleep.

Yellow
Yellow is bright,
Yellow is sweet,
Yellow is pretty,
Yellow is a sweet and fresh banana,
Yellow is a big and bright sunset,
Yellow is a pretty bird fluttering over your head,
Yellow is the sun, so hot just to make our world shine.

Green
Green is frogs,
Green is trees,
Green is emeralds,
Green is a wonderful christmas,
Green is frogs splashing in a clear blue pond,
Green is gorgeous emeralds shining in the sunlight,
Green is tall trees freshening up our air and letting us breath in beautiful
poems.

Blue
My favorite color is blue.
I think blue sounds like ocean waves crashing against the shore and pulling
the sand from under your feet, trying to drag you away.
I think blue looks like the sky on a sunny summer day with the sun smack
dab in the middle looking down at you with desire to grow arms and pick
you up into the sky.

I think blue smells like fresh Forget-me nots with fully bloomed Tulips all
around in the middle of May.
I think blue tastes like a million big, juicy, plump blueberries ripley picked
from a big patch.
I think blue feels like a thousand cozy, warm, and cuddly blankets on top of
me.

Purple
Purple is fruit,
Purple is Violets,
Purple is nature,
Purple is Violets and the beautiful stories inside,
Purple is juicy plums and grapes,
Purple is nature growing too slow for you to see,
Purple is a bee buzzing around and spreading pollen from flower to flower
leaving behind a glorious secret that you will soon discover.

Pink
Pink is cute,
Pink is blessed,
Pink is beautiful,
Pink is apple blossoms in huge trees,
Pink is a pigeon cooing a soft song,
Pink is flowers all around,
Pink is light shining down on you and blessing you with lots of kindness.

Gray
Gray is sad,
Gray is a dark sky,
Gray is dead plants,
Gray is some as sad and as dull as dusk,
Gray is the dark sky after a funeral,
Gray is dead plants crunching under your feet,
Gray is something underneath you as you weep and cry trying to push the
bad feelings out.

